INSTRUCTOR Dr. Roger Smith (First Half), Dr. Guy Battle (Second Half)

OFFICE Smith Blocker 533B, Battle Blocker 218A

E-MAILS rsmith@math.tamu.edu, battle@math.tamu.edu

URL http://www.math.tamu.edu/~rsmith/summer16/math308/homepage.html

CLASS TIME MWF 12-1:25, Blocker 128.

OFFICE HOURS TR 2:30-4pm or by appointment.

PREREQUISITES 3 semesters of calculus.


GRADING Your grade will be determined by two tests (25% each), final (25%), and quizzes (25%). 90%–100%=A, 80%–89%=B, etc.

HOMEWORK This will be assigned but not collected. Quizzes will reflect the homework problems. I expect the quizzes to be solved by hand with the details written out, but you can use the computer to check your answer. If you cannot do a problem, you can get half credit for the computer solution if you indicate that’s where it came from. This does not apply to tests where the computer will not be used.

COURSE DESCRIPTION This course deals with the standard methods and techniques for solving differential equations and we will cover most of Chapters 1-3 (first half) and 5-7 (second half).

SYLLABUS See the homepage.

IMPORTANT DATES Note the following dates.
TEST 1: Friday July 1.
TEST 2: Monday July 25.
FINAL: Tuesday August 9, 1-3pm.

MAKE-UPS These will only be given in cases authorized under TAMU Regulations. If you miss an exam you must contact me immediately.

SCHOLASTIC DISHONESTY Copying work done by others, either in-class or out of class, is an act of scholastic dishonesty and will be prosecuted to the full extent allowed by University policy. Collaboration on assignments, either in-class or out-of-class, is forbidden unless permission to do so is granted by your instructor. For more information on university policies regarding scholastic dishonesty, see University Student Rules.

Americans with Disabilities Act Policy Statement: "The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is a federal anti-discrimination statute that provides comprehensive civil rights protection for persons with disabilities. Among other things, this legislation requires that all students with disabilities be guaranteed a learning environment that provides for reasonable accommodation of their disabilities. If you believe that you have a disability requiring an accommodation, please contact the Department of Disability Services, (979) 845-1637."